


editorial note

fernwood's fall 2024 books speak fiercely of the just futures we can achieve 
through our present-day struggles. And struggle we do, on multiple scales from 
the everyday of parenting to the planetary context of doing it during a climate 
crisis. This season’s books acknowledge the challenges collective humanity has 
levelled at contemporary structures and institutions that are built on colonialism. 
From analyzing nation-building blood narratives to dreaming up the speculative 
futures of Palestine, this season’s authors approach fall 2024 with critical empathy 
and dogged determination for transformative change. 

Readers tell us they look to Fernwood for accessible, affordable and critical 
academic texts from insightful authors who zero in on pressing issues of the day. 
This season features brilliant texts considering the conditions of free speech, 
exposing public-private revitalization schemes, detailing the workings of the 
non-profit industrial complex and celebrating the transformative potential of 
environmental struggle. They ask you to shift your very cognition.

However, we are especially excited to expand into some new genres this season 
with a short speculative fiction collection, a guide to queer reproduction and 
fertility justice, and a gorgeous children’s book about migrant workers and family 
reunification.

Independent publishers find the un-found, their voices of despair and hope — 
books that foment discussions and advocate for alternatives. The voices of the 
systemically oppressed are fundamental in building a just and equitable society.

— errol sharpe | founding publisher
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3   |    Rethinking Free Speech

We need to rethink free speech to better address diverse goals 
from knowledge production to democratic participation and 
individual expression.

Clashes over free speech rights and wrongs haunt public debates about 
the state of democracy, freedom and the future. While freedom of speech 
is recognized as foundational to democratic society, its meaning is 
persistently misunderstood and distorted. Prominent commentators have 
built massive platforms around claims that their right to free speech is 
being undermined. Critics of free speech correctly see these claims as a veil 
for misogyny, white supremacy, colonialism and transphobia, concluding 
it is a political weapon to conserve entrenched power arrangements. But is 
this all there is to say? Rethinking Free Speech will change the way you think 
about the politics of speech and its relationship to the future of freedom 
and democracy in the age of social media. Drawing on political philosophy 
and everyday examples, Ives takes the reader on a journey through the 
hotspots of today’s raging speech wars. In its bold and careful insights on 
the combative politics of language, Rethinking Free Speech provides a map 
for critically grasping these battles as they erupt in university classrooms, 
debates around the meaning of antisemitism, the “cancelling” of racist 
comedians and the proliferation of hate speech on social media.

free speech absolutism; free speech warriors; woke-ism; identity politics; 
political correctness; Oliver Wendel Holmes; Voltaire

Peter Ives  is professor of political science at the University of Winnipeg. He auth-
ored Gramsci’s Politics of Language and Language and Hegemony in Gramsci, and is 
co-editor of Gramsci, Language and Translation and Language Policy and Political 
Theory. He has published in Rethinking Marxism, Political Studies, Critical Review of 
International Social and Political Philosophy and Language Policy. He researches and 
writes on the politics of “global English” and bridging the disciplines of language 
policy and political theory. He has contributed articles to The Conversation on free 
speech and academic freedom, was on the editorial board of Rethinking Marxism for 
a decade and was on the editorial collective of Arbeiter Ring Press for many years.

pub date September 2024 
$25.00 • Paperback • 9781773636979

Digital Format • $24.99
6 x 9" • 192 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

political Science /  Political Freedom
political Science /  Media & Internet

political Science /  Civil Rights

key content highlights

Philosophical Justifications • Constitutional 
Protections • Academic Freedom Is Not Free 

Speech • Social Media

Rethinking Free Speech
by  Peter Ives  

This timely, important and accessible book offers both a scholarly overview of and a close 
critical engagement with freedom of expression, in a way that helps readers move past 
naïve, monolithic and dogmatic accounts. It is also highly readable. Pick this book up, and 
you won’t put it down until you’re done!

—Dr. Shannon Dea,  dean of arts and professor, University of Regina
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4   |    Thyme Travellers

Sonia Sulaiman  writes short speculative fiction inspired by Palestinian folklore. 
Her work has appeared in Arab Lit Quarterly, Beladi, FANTASY, FIYAH Magazine, 
Xenocultivars: Stories of Queer Growth, Seize the Press, Lackington’s Magazine and Ask 
the Night for a Dream. Her stories have been nominated for Pushcart, Lammy and 
Best New Weird awards. In her spare time, she curates the Read Palestinian Spec Fic 
reading list. She is also the editor of a collection of short stories, Muneera and the 
Moon: Stories Inspired by Palestinian Folklore. 

speculative literature; fantasy; science fiction; time travel; short fiction; 
other worlds; occupation; occupied territories; reclamation; land back; 
return; right of return

Thyme Travellers brings together fourteen of the Palestinian 
diaspora’s best voices in speculative fiction, the first collection 
of its kind in Canada.

Thyme Travellers collects fourteen of the Palestinian diaspora’s best voices 
in speculative fiction. Speculative fiction as a genre invites a reconfiguring 
of reality, and here each story is a portal into realms of history, folklore and 
futures.  A man stands on the shore waiting to commune with those who 
live in the ocean. Pilgrims stretch into the distance, passing a stone cairn 
with a mysterious light streaming from it. Two Australian women fervently 
dig a tunnel to Jerusalem. Men from Gaza swim in the sea until they drown, 
still unconcerned. A father and son struggle to connect over the AI scripts 
prompting their conversation. 

Building on the work of trailblazing anthologies such as Reworlding 
Ramallah and Palestine +100, this volume is the first of its kind in Canada. 
Editor Sonia Sulaiman brings together stories by speculative fiction veterans 
and emerging writers from Australia to Egypt, Lebanon to Canada.

pub date September 2024 
$24.00 • Paperback • 9781773636948

Digital Format • $23.99
5.5 x 7.5" • 160 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

fiction /  Science Fiction / Time Travel
fiction /  Collections & Anthologies

fiction /  Middle Eastern & Arab American

key content highlights

Down Under (Jumaana Abdu) • The  
Third or Fourth Casualty (Ziyad Saadi) •  

The Generation Chip (Nadia Afifi) • Soul Searching 
(Rana Othman) • The Heart Knows the Truth 

(Layla Azmi Goushey) • Cyrano de AI (Karl 
El-Koura) • The Frontrunner (JD Harlock) • A Table 

Set for Two (Emad Al-Din Aysha) • In the Future, 
We Can Go Back Home (Sara Solara) • The Forty 

(Sonia Sulaiman) • Remembrance in Cerulean 
(Elise Stephens) • Gaza Luna (Samah Serour 

Fadil) • Orlando’s Wolf (Rasha Abdulhadi) • The 
Centre of the Universe (Nadia Shammas)

Thyme Travellers
An Anthology of Palestinian Speculative  
Fiction
edited by  Sonia Sulaiman  

This is a collection of astonishingly brave, imaginative and unapologetic stories that neither 
compromise on the integrity of their origin nor pander to a myopic audience. Reading this 
melancholy folklore of oppression and exile — of an inheritance of pain, of countless loves 
dared and lost — stunned me and moved me to tears over and over. May these tales shatter 
the walls of every prison the world imposes upon them.

—Usman T. Malik,  World Fantasy award–winning author of Midnight Doorways: 
Fables from Pakistan

Within this beautiful, heartbreaking, inspiring book you’ll find some of the best speculative 
fiction I’ve read in years. Every story is alive, a living breathing thing, and they have stayed 
with me since I read them and will for many years to come. Simply magnificent.

—Daniel José Older,  New York Times bestselling author of Ballad & Dagger 
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5   |    One Box

migration; family separation; family reunification; queer family; Filipinx; 
multigenerational family; biodiversity; intergenerational family; immigrant; 
Philippines 

Andi Vicente (they/them)  is a visual artist whose interdisciplinary practice 
is humbled and radicalized by their work with different communities. Through 
installation, image making and digital collage, they explore intersectional identities, 
precarious livelihoods and the juxtaposition of movements. 

Allan Matudio  is a multidisciplinary artist born to Filipino parents in Tio'tia:ke/
Montreal. He gravitates towards illustrations, comics and metalwork as his main 
mediums of expression. His art practice focuses on the Filipino-Canadian identity, 
migrant worker struggles and pre-colonial Filipino art and mythology.

A Balikbayan box with much more than t-shirts and toothpaste 
— One Box is filled with promises of reunification.

One Box is a children’s counting story about a migrant worker sending a box 
of gifts and supplies to their loved ones in the Philippines. Also known as 
Balikbayan boxes, these are typically filled with things like canned goods, 
clothing and snacks. But in One Box there’s more than just stuff — it’s full 
of promises. With tenderness and gorgeous illustrations, this Filipino 
parent tells their child about all the things they will do together when they 
are reunited. Part of a young queer family separated by migration and 
indentured labour, they don’t count the days. They count the ways they will 
rebuild their relationships.

A sneak peak inside:

One Box
by  Andi Vicente
illustrated by  Allan Matudio

pub date September 2024 
$24.95 • Hardcover • 9781773636924

Digital Format • $17.99
8.5 x 8.5" • 36 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

juvenile fiction /  Emigration & Immigration
juvenile fiction /  Counting & Numbers

juvenile fiction /  Diversity & Multicultural
juvenile fiction /  Alternative Family
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6   |    Hot Mess

Sarah Marie Wiebe  grew up on Coast Salish territory in British Columbia, 
BC. She is an assistant professor in the School of Public Administration at the 
University of Victoria and an adjunct professor at the University of Hawai'i, Mānoa 
with a focus on community development and environmental sustainability. She is a 
co-founder of the FERN Collaborative (Feminist Environmental Research Network) 
and author of various books, including Life Against States of Emergency: Revitalizing 
Treaty Relations from Attawapiskat and Everyday Exposure: Indigenous Mobilization 
and Environmental Justice in Canada's Chemical Valley. She is also co-editor 
of Biopolitical Disaster and Creating Spaces of Engagement. 

parenting; climate emergency; ecofascism; ecofeminism; extraction; 
extractive capitalism; politics of care; social reproduction theory; state of 
emergency; democracy; wildfires; flooding; greenwashing; Hawai’i

pub date September 2024 
$25.00 • Paperback • 9781773635668

Digital Format • $24.99
5 x 7" • 144 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

family & relationshiips /  Motherhood
political science /  Health Care

science /  Global Warming & Climate Change

key content highlights

A State of Emergency as an Embodied 
Event • Feminist Motherhood in a World on 

Fire • Cultivating Community Through Disasters • A 
Crash ‘n Splash Caesarian • Living Through Multiple 
Crises, Climate Anxiety and Mental Health • Circular 

Economies of Care • Systemic Threats, Revealing 
Violences Slow and Spectacular • A Cautionary 

Tale of Renewable Extraction • Cultivating Care and 
Community Through Multifaceted Crises

Hot Mess
Mothering Through a Code Red Climate 
Emergency
by  Sarah Marie Wiebe
foreword by  Rachel yacaaʔał George 

Rooted in her own experience of the climate crisis as a new mother, Wiebe bravely guides 
her reader through the mess of our times; this mess is sometimes joyful, sometimes painful, 
and always hot. Timely and gripping, this book is a powerful rallying cry for radical care.

—Rebecca Hall,  author of Refracted Economies: Diamond Mining and Social 
Reproduction in the North 

Wiebe’s critical ecofeminist and maternal analysis delves into the slow sensory politics of 
crisis, demonstrating how the messiness of our scaling grief is intimately tied to structures of 
neoliberalism, settler colonialism, patriarchy, racism, capitalism and global extractivism. 

—Jeffrey Ansloos,  associate professor, University of Toronto

A story of mothering amidst a climate crisis to shape futures 
that will flourish under the politics of care.

The summer after giving birth, Sarah Marie Wiebe and her baby endured 
the 2021 heat dome in British Columbia, the deadliest weather event in 
Canadian history. The extreme heat landed Wiebe in the hospital and 
marked the beginning of a year of mothering through heat, fires and floods. 
The climate emergency’s many incarnations shaped Wiebe’s politics of 
parenting and revealed the layers, textures and nuances of the disastrous 
emergencies we encounter in a world dominated by extractive capitalism.  
Drawing on hospital codes to explore the connections, Wiebe opens up 
tender conversations about intimate matters of how our bodies respond 
to emergency interventions: informed consent, emergency C-sections, 
reproductive mental health, and anti-colonial and anti-racist resistance. 
A critical ecofeminist scholar, Wiebe invites collective envisioning and 
enacting of caring, ethical relations between humans and the planet, 
including our atmospheres, lands, waters, animals, plants and each other.
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7   |    Conceivable

pub date November 2024 
$27.00 • Paperback • 9781773636894

Digital Format • $26.99
5.5 x 7.5" • 160 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

family & relationshiips /  LGBTQ+
Health & Fitness /  Fertility & Infertility 

Health & Fitness /  Pregnancy & Childbirth 

key content highlights

Introduction • Barriers to Care and Obstacles 
for Equity • Building Communities, Strategies for 

Care • Finding a Donor • Choosing a Clinic 
 • Choosing a Method • What’s Next

A practical guide to navigating the politics, challenges, choices 
and opportunities in 2SLGBTQ+ fertility, conception and family 
building in Canada.

You are creating your family. You may not know how (or with whom) quite 
yet, but you are on your way. Conceivable: A Guide to Making 2SLGBTQ+ 
Family moves beyond the birds and the bees to consider the politics, 
challenges, choices and opportunities for agency and joy involved in 
2SLGBTQ+ fertility, conception and family building in Canada. With contri-
butions from healthcare workers, mental health professionals and support 
people in the field of reproductive health and 2SLGBTQ+ sexual care, this 
book is an honest and thorough look at growing your family. Conceivable is 
for birthing parents, non-gestational parents, families seeking a surrogate 
or donor, and those who do not yet know what they need. With illus-
trations, worksheets and activities to help you think about the intimate 
questions of communication, relationship building and community, this 
guide will prepare you with the knowledge you need to navigate advocacy, 
rights and regulations.

Laine Halpern Zisman  is a postdoctoral fellow at the School of Public Health 
and Social Policy at the University of Victoria and a lecturer at the University of 
Toronto. Her work moves through the intersections of 2SLGBTQ+ equity, culture and 
reproductive care. She received a PhD from the University of Toronto and an MFA in 
documentary media at Toronto Metropolitan University.  Laine is a certified fertility 
support practitioner and family building educator, helping people navigate all 
stages of their perinatal journeys. She has published two collected volumes, Women 
and Popular Culture in Canada and the second edition of Queerly Canadian.

queer and transgender health; LGBTQ+ fertility; sperm donor; surrogacy; 
LGBTQ+ reproduction; reproductive justice; queer pregnancy

Conceivable
A Guide to Making 2SLGBTQ+ Family
by  Laine Halpern Zisman
illustrated by  Kelsy Vivash 
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8   |    Got Blood to Give

Canadian Blood Services; discourse analysis; healthcare; anti-Black 
racism; queerphobia; transphobia; medical racism; nation building; 
tainted blood; HIV/AIDS; history of medicine

Dr. OmiSoore H. Dryden,  a Black queer femme and associate professor, is 
the James R Johnston Endowed Research Chair in Black Canadian Studies, Faculty 
of Medicine, and interim director of Black Studies Research Institute at Dalhousie 
University. She is the co-founder and co-lead of the Black Health Education 
Collaborative, the co-author of “Time to Dismantle Systemic Anti-Black Racism 
in Medicine in Canada,” and the co-editor of Disrupting Queer Inclusion: Canadian 
Homonationalisms and the Politics of Belonging. She is an associate scientist with 
the Maritime SPOR SUPPORT Unit, a member of the Black Feminist Health Science 
Studies International Collective and a founding member of the National Coalition 
Confronting Anti-Black Racism in Donor Protocols.

pub date November 2024 
$28.00 • Paperback • 9781773636955

Digital Format • $27.99
6 x 9" • 124 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

medical /  Health Policy
medical /  Hematology

Health & Fitness /  LGBTQ+ Health

key content highlights

Blood and the Stories It Tells • Blood 
Epistemologies • Black Queer/Trans Diasporic 

Analytics and Technologies of Blood • Structural 
White Supremacy, Homonationalism and Gay Blood 

Activism • Blood Donor Questionnaire and Anti-Black 
Homophobia • Blood Notes Toward Disordered Desires

Through storytelling, theorizing and discourse analysis, this 
book investigates how racist and homophobic nation-building 
policies became enshrined in blood donation.

Our blood has stories to tell, and we are told stories about blood. Globally, 
blood is a story that is built — whose blood counts, whose blood spills 
and whose blood is of use. The history of blood donation practices in 
Canada speaks to the larger blood story of anti-Black racism, evident since 
the country’s founding. Through storytelling, theorizing and discourse 
analysis, Got Blood to Give examines how anti-Black homophobic nation-
building policies became enshrined in blood donation systems. OmiSoore 
H. Dryden, a Black queer femme academic and the foremost scholar on 
Canadian blood donation practices, examines contaminated blood crises 
in the 1980s and 1990s, Canadian Red Cross Society, and Canadian Blood 
Services. She contextualizes contemporary homonationalisms, medical 
anti-Black racism, homophobia and transphobia in blood-related practices, 
connecting blood stories with health disparities affecting Black and Black 
queer populations. From a BlaQueer disasporic theoretical lens, this book 
uses narrative as method to show how healthcare systems continue to 
propagate anti-Blackness.

Got Blood to Give
Anti-Black Homophobia in Blood Donation
by  OmiSoore H. Dryden
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9   |    The Canadian Non-profit Sector

para-public sector, philanthropy; political economy; privatization; 
shadow state; social deficit; social economy

Ted Richmond  has worked in the non-profit and government sectors for 
some forty years. He is an active community-based researcher with many social 
justice-oriented publications to his credit. He has also been a part-time university 
teacher of non-profit sector studies.

John Shields  is professor emeritus in the Department of Politics & Public 
Administration at Toronto Metropolitan University, where he taught for thirty-
five years. He is an active researcher in the areas of the non-profit sector and 
immigration and settlement studies. He often works in close collaboration with 
community-based researchers.

A comprehensive overview of the anatomy of the Canadian 
non-profit sector providing critical analysis of key social policy 
and political issues.

Neoliberal restructuring has left individuals and families scrambling for 
survival and increasingly reliant on the under-funded and over-regulated 
non-profit sector to patch over the steadily growing fissures in our 
society. The book examines the creativity and resilience of nonprofits 
in maintaining and expanding their services. This book also delves 
into the vital role of nonprofits in advocacy for human rights, anti-racism, 
Indigenous claims, and improved health and social services. The decades-
long turn towards marketized solutions to social needs has created 
the conditions under which privatized modes of service delivery have 
become the norm. The extraordinary rise of the non-profit sector is an 
under-analyzed consequence of neoliberal restructuring in Canada. In this 
timely corrective, Ted Richmond and John Shields analyze the place of the 
non-profit sector in neoliberal times in Canada. The authors take a critical 
political economy approach, providing a vital analysis of the significance 
of the non-profit sector, and bring clarity to its dimensions and roles in 
society. The book pays particular attention to the provision of social, 
human and health services in Canada’s changing welfare state system. 

pub date September 2024 
$27.00 • Paperback • 9781773636696 

Digital Format • $26.99
6 x 9" • 160 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

business & economics /  Nonprofit 
Organizations & Charities

social science /  Philanthropy & Charity
political science /  Political Economy 

key content highlights

The Non-Profit Sector in Neoliberal Times • Overview 
of the Sector: The Architecture of a Mission-Based 

Sector • Financial and Human Resources in the 
Non-Profit Sector • Non-Profit Advocacy • 2020: A Year of 

Turbulence • Future Challenges and Opportunities

The Canadian Non-profit Sector
Neoliberalism and the Assault on Community
by  Ted Richmond and John Shields
foreword by  Axelle Janczur  

This book makes a landmark contribution to our understanding of the complex and  
increasingly neoliberalized non-profit sector. Richmond and Shields share their usual sharp 
and compelling analysis in this meticulously researched and must-read book on a sector  
that is often overlooked and definitely merits this kind of decisive and definitive analysis.

—Donna Baines,  professor of social work, University of British Columbia
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10   |    Caught in the Eye of the Storm

urban; revitalization; city; settler; North York; post WWII; social housing; 
financing; LHION; stigmatization; gentrification; stigma; racism

Jon Careless  is a researcher of urban issues, including homelessness and urban 
revitalization, with a primary focus on the city of Toronto, where he lives. He has a 
PhD in political science from York University and works as a senior policy advisor for 
Ontario Public Service.

A historical account of a public housing community struggling 
and persevering in the face of stigmatization, oppression and 
urban revitalization.

This book is a case-study analysis of the public housing district of Lawrence 
Heights in North York, Toronto, a neighbourhood undergoing the largest 
revitalization in Canada. The book presents a chronological narrative of 
change and upheaval in Lawrence Heights, beginning with its origins after 
World War Two as a modernist style “city on a hill” that was intended to 
help remedy Toronto’s affordable housing shortage and simultaneously 
transform its systemically disadvantaged tenant base into idealized 
members of the middle class. As the community became progressively 
more racialized and oppressed in the late twentieth century, the reputation 
of Lawrence Heights and its occupants became steadily more denigrated 
by the forces of stigmatization, governmental neglect and police brutality. 
In this milieu, local political officials and private developer partners have 
striven to tear Lawrence Heights down and rebuild it into a socially mixed 
neighbourhood. This plan threatens the existing social fabric of a proud and 
politically active community.

pub date October 2024 
$28.00 • Paperback • 9781773636887

Digital Format • $27.99
6 x 9" • 192 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

social science /  Sociology / Urban
political science /  Political Economy 

business & Economics /  Urban & Regional

key content highlights

Origins of Lawrence Heights • Race, Oppression and 
Struggle • Neoliberalism and Revitalization in Lawrence 

Heights • A Community Wrestles with Change

Caught in the Eye of the Storm
Urban Revitalization in Toronto’s  
Lawrence Heights
by  Jon Careless
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11   |    Insurgent Ecologies

political ecology; climate crisis; climate change; hegemony; sovereignty; 
grassroots movements; Gramsci; land; degrowth; Indigenous; colonialism

Undisciplined Environments  is a collective of political ecology researchers 
founded in 2014 and organized around a blog platform by the same name. It seeks to 
animate a space to share, debate and critically reflect on research, methodologies, 
activist experiences, events, publications, art and other issues related to political 
ecology. The collective’s main purpose is to contribute to socio-ecological struggles, 
primarily by rendering rigorous and critically engaged research available to 
non-academic audiences, including socio-environmental movements. This work 
seeks to inspire and contribute to radical thought and practice, toward more 
egalitarian and ecologically sound futures, and to encourage the growth of political 
ecology networks at a transnational level. 

How movements against environmental and climate injustice 
globally converge into broader struggles for overcoming the 
racist, patriarchal and colonial structures of global capitalism.

We are living through a world-rattling ecological inflection point, with an 
unprecedented consensus that capitalism is leading humanity into a social 
and ecological catastrophe and that everything needs to change, and fast. 
Thankfully, radical environmental movements have forced the question of 
“system change” to the centre of the political agenda to make way for a just 
and livable world. Insurgent Ecologies takes readers on an inspiring journey 
across key sites of ecological crisis and contestation, showing how revolu-
tionary politics can emerge from the convergences between place-based, 
often disconnected struggles. These engaging essays speak to longstanding 
debates in political ecology around how to advance transformations in, 
against and beyond capitalism. The book presents unique stories of the 
visions and strategies of struggles organized around sovereignty, land, 
climate, feminisms and labour, written by scholar-activists rooted in terri-
tories around the globe, offering locally grounded yet global perspectives. 

Insurgent Ecologies
Between Environmental Struggles and  
Postcapitalist Transformations
edited by  Undisciplined Environments Collective 
foreword by  Ulrich Brand

Linking planetary ecological devastation and the climate crisis to inequality and precari-
ousness, this excellent collection could not be more timely.

—Julian Agyeman,  professor, Tufts University

As a wide-ranging and globe-spanning yet highly synthetic set of chapters, this volume is a 
must-read for political ecologists everywhere.

—Amy Trauger,  professor, University of Georgia

A powerful collection that will surely remain an important reference for intellectual and 
political work against and beyond capitalism.

—Diana Ojeda,  professor and director of the Commons Program, Indiana University

pub date October 2024 
$35.00 • Paperback • 9781773636917

Digital Format • $34.99
6 x 9" • 256 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

political science /  Political Economy 
social science /  Activism & Social Justice

nature /  Ecology

key content highlights

Part One: Sovereignty — Insurgent Infrastructures 
of Social Reproduction in Palestine • Ecological 

Thought and Practice in the Kurdish Freedom 
Movement • Convergences and Tensions in Ecuador 

and Bolivia • Struggles for Life and Sovereignty 
Part Two: Land — Everyday Struggles Against 

Eucalyptus Tree Plantations in Rural Galicia • Migrant 
Agricultural Workers, Radical Food Activism and the 

Struggle for Emancipatory Rural Change in Southern 
Europe • Strengthening Fisherfolk’s Struggles and 

Cultivating Alliances in Brazil
Part Three: Climate — Direct Action Tactics of 

Convergence • Imagining Just Transitions • Expanding 
Renewable Energy Struggles in Turkey 

Part Four: Feminisms — Queer Cruisers and Sex 
Workers Resisting and Redefining Urban Socionatures 

in Tbilisi, Georgia • La Via Campesina’s Feminist 
Politics • Communitarian Territorial Feminisms 

Part Five: Labour — A Transformative Just Transition 
as the Driver to an Ecosocialist Future in South 

Africa • Workers’ Struggles in Colombia • Living, Working 
and Struggling Next to a Mine in Halkidiki, Greece
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more from this author

12   |    Hidden Politics in the UN Sustainable Development Goals

no poverty; zero hunger; good health and well-being; quality education; 
gender equality; clean water and sanitation; affordable and clean energy

Adam Sneyd  is an associate professor of political science at the University of 
Guelph. He is the author of numerous books on the politics of the global economy, 
including Politics Rules: Power, Globalization and Development. He has published 
articles in the Annals of the American Association of Geographers, Development and 
Change, Third World Quarterly and the Journal of Contemporary African Studies. He 
serves on the editorial boards for Scientific African and the Canadian Journal of 
Development Studies.

A critical political analysis of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals and counters mainstream feelgood accounts of this 
agenda.

This book analyzes the politics of the UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). The conventional wisdom is that efforts to achieve the SDGs, or 
Global Goals, will contribute to building a more inclusive, sustainable and 
peaceful world. Adam Sneyd’s analysis counters this orthodox and unduly 
utopian point of view, uncovering the hidden politics of the SDG project 
and showing why the SDGs are not an ambitious package of progressive 
reforms. Sneyd’s analysis of each of the seventeen goals reveals how the 
SDGs are infused with minimalist intentions and a political orientation that 
sharply contrasts with the world-changing aspirations typically associated 
with the goals. He argues that the SDGs do more to bolster the legitimacy 
of the liberal international economic order and advance capitalist interests 
than to address pressing global challenges.

Hidden Politics in the UN  
Sustainable Development Goals
by  Adam Sneyd
foreword by  James Schneider

This book is concise, well-written and impactful critique of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals from the perspective of critical international political economy.

—Jesse Ovadia,  associate professor, University of Windsor

As the liberal order crumbles around us, Sneyd uncovers the hidden politics of UN 
goal-setting and shows how our institutions of global governance badly miscalculated the 
destabilizing effects of war, authoritarian populism and catastrophic climate collapse.

—Marc Froese,  professor, Burman University

This is a must-read for anyone interested in understanding the limits of the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. Deploying a critical political economy lens, Sneyd does a brilliant job 
in dispelling the myths around these powerful benchmarks in global development.

—Susanne Soederberg,  professor and Canada Research Chair, Queen’s University

pub date October 2024 
$24.00 • Paperback • 9781773636900

Digital Format • $23.99
5.5 x 8.5" • 176 pages • Rights: Canada & US

subject categories 

business & Economics /  Sustainable 
Development

political science /  Political Economy 
political science /  International Relations

key content highlights

No Poverty • Zero Hunger • Good Health and Well-
Being • Quality Education • Gender Equality • Clean Water 

and Sanitation • Affordable and Clean Energy • Decent 
Work and Economic Growth • Industry, Innovation and 

Infrastructure • Reduced Inequalities • Sustainable 
Cities and Communities • Responsible Production 

and Consumption • Climate Action • Life Below 
Water • Life on Land • Peace, Justice and Strong 

Institutions • Partnerships for the Goals

other titles in series

critical development studies series
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Murray E.G. Smith  is professor emeritus in sociology at Brock University, with 
interests in social theory, political economy, health and illness, social movements, 
philosophy and dialectical methodology. His previous books include Twilight 
Capitalism and Invisible Leviathan.

Tim Hayslip  is a PhD student in sociology at York University. His research 
focuses on the intersection of the sociology of knowledge and economic sociology, 
seeking to explain the popularity of the Austrian School of Economics and its 
remedies for economic malaise: higher interest rates, less market regulation and 
allowing the bankruptcies of “zombie companies.”

dialectics; Karl Marx; socialism; logic; thinking; logical; faith; reason; 
morality

pub date October 2024 
$38.00 • Paperback • 9781773636931

Digital Format • $37.99
6 x 9" • 356 pages • Rights: Canada & US

subject categories 

social science /  Social Theory 
political science /  Political Economy 

political science /  Capitalism

key content highlights

On Human Thinking, Society and a Decaying 
Culture • Alarming Facts about Our Perilous 

Age • Observations on Human Potential 
The Need in Human Thinking • Dialectical Reason:  

A Brief Historical Survey • TSS and Dialectical Logic •  
TSS and the Environmental Crisis — A Case Study 
From Philosophy to Social Theory • Faith, Reason 

and Morality • Evald Ilyenkov: Dialectics of the 
Ideal • Dialectical Monism versus Dualism

Marxist Socialism and TSS Dialectical 
Materialism • Arguments for Socialism • TSS and  

Human Progress • Appendix: A TSS Seminar

also from this author

Thinking Systematics (TSS) is conceived as a “toolkit for the 
mind” — designed to improve how we think about the world, 
analyze information and pursue our goals. 

Smith and Hayslip make a compelling argument that individual thinking 
and collective decision making are being systematically constrained within 
limits imposed by outmoded forms of cognition and the determination of 
privileged elites to perpetuate an unsustainable status quo. The dialectical 
reasoning advocated in this wide-ranging book aims to overcome those 
limits and to allow a much more profound understanding of the human 
condition in the 21st century. Mainstream problem-solving focuses almost 
exclusively on scientific/technological fixes on one side and moral/cultural 
remedies on the other. But to comprehend our world adequately, far more 
serious attention must be given to the specifically social, economic and 
political arrangements shaping our lives. Once embraced by growing 
numbers of people, TSS strategies, methods and habits of thought can 
contribute significantly to a “new common sense” — one adequate to 
meeting the immense challenges facing humanity in our era.

Thinking Systematics
Critical-Dialectical Reasoning for a  
Perilous Age and a Case for Socialism
by  Murray E.G. Smith and Tim Hayslip  

The 21st century is an age of fake news and we are in desperate need of rational and logical 
thinking to cut through this morass of confusions and illusions. Smith and Hayslip show 
that we can substantially improve how to think and act rationally so that a world scarred 
by deep social inequalities, material privation and pervasive injustices can be transformed.

—Michael Roberts,  author of The Long Depression 

Demonstrating the power of rational ideas and displaying an unalloyed optimism 
about human beings’ ability to create a new and better social-ecological order, Thinking 
Systematics is a feast in philosophy and social theory. The book will be of benefit to anyone 
who wishes to scientifically understand the world with all its contradictions and to 
contribute to its radical transformation.

—Raju Das,  professor of geography, York University
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14   |    Openings and Closures: Socialist Strategy at a Crossroads

Greg Albo  teaches political economy at York University, Toronto. He is currently 
co-editor of the Socialist Register. He is also on the editorial boards of Studies in 
Political Economy; Relay; Capitalism, Nature, Socialism; Canadian Dimension; The 
Bullet; and Historical Materialism (England). Albo is the co-editor of A Different Kind 
of State: Popular Power and Democratic Administration and author of numerous 
articles in journals.

Stephen Maher  is a post-doctoral fellow at Ontario Tech University and Associate 
Editor of the Socialist Register. He is also the author of Corporate Capitalism and the 
Integral State: General Electric and a Century of American Power.

pub date January 2025 
$38.00 • Paperback • 9781773637037

6 x 9” • 352 pages • Rights: Canada

subject categories 

political science /  Geopolitics 
political science /  Political Economy 

key content highlights

Liberals to the Rescue?: Team Biden and the US 
Empire • US Capitalism: Too Big to Fail, Too Weak 
to Lead • The US Quest for Nuclear Primacy: The 

Counterforce Doctrine and the Ideology of Moral 
Asymmetry  • Reframing the Geopolitics of Global 
Capitalism • The US and China’s Digital Tech War: 
A New Rivalry Within and Beyond the US Empire? 

Continuity and Change in India’s Foreign Policy: 
Realpolitik, Hindu Nationalism and Modi • Japan’s 

“New Pre-War”: Five Dislocations of its Historical 
Development • Germany in the New Capitalist 

Geometry • Europe, the World Economy and New 
Imperial Grossraums • Class, State and Geopolitics: 
Explaining Erdoğan’s Turkey • The New Geopolitical 

Scene in Latin America • Fighting for Peace, 
Preparing for War: The British Antiwar Movement 
• “The First Crisis of the Anthropocene”: The World 

Economy Since Covid • From Globalization to 
Geopolitics: A Way Back, Not Forward

Socialists are at a crossroads, pressed by the urgent need 
to find new directions amid mounting crises. What can 
the left carry forward from recent strategies, tactics, and 
organizations that seemed so promising not so long ago? Is the 
“new socialist” left starting over or moving on?

The defeat of Bernie Sanders, and then Jeremy Corbyn, has undeniably 
had a deflating effect on the “democratic socialist” left that exploded onto 
the scene in 2016. What’s more, these defeats followed on the crumbling 
of the “new parties” in Europe that had been so important for inspiring 
this upsurge: in Greece, Syriza buckled in the face of the iron straitjacket 
imposed by EU institutions; in Spain, Podemos fractured under the weight 
of its ideological and institutional weaknesses; and Bloco fared no better  
in Portugal. 

Meanwhile, the Chavez-inspired Bolivarian revolutions in Latin America hit 
an impasse and are  barely stumbling along. In this context, the left often  
saw little alternative but to support the coercive response to a rising tide of 
hard-right forces by authoritarian neoliberal states as (very) junior compon-
ents of anti-fascist “popular fronts.” This was reinforced as the hard right 
intensified its attacks on women’s reproductive rights, LGBTQ people and 
immigrants, spurring a search for new terrains of feminist and anti-racist 
struggle. Others turned to the workplace, and union organizing, as a new 
direction to build the working-class base for radical politics whose absence 
seemed so directly responsible for another round of defeats. 

Socialist Register 2025
Openings and Closures: 
Socialist Strategy at a Crossroads
edited by  Greg Albo and Stephen Maher
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dr. gina starblanket  is an associate professor in the School of Indigenous 
Governance at the University of Victoria. She is Cree/Saulteaux and a member of the 
Star Blanket Cree Nation in Treaty 4. Dr. Starblanket studies Indigenous–settler political 
relations with a specific focus on Indigenous politics in the prairies, the politics of treaty 
implementation and Indigenous movements towards social and political transformation. 
She is the author of important sole and co-authored interventions theorizing relational 
responsibilities to the land, including Storying Violence: Unravelling Colonial Narratives 
in the Stanley Trial and the fifth edition of Visions of the Heart: Issues Involving Indigenous 
Peoples in Canada.

The third edition of this iconic collection features Indigenous feminist 
voices from across generations and locations and many exciting 
new contributors. 

This book bridges generations of powerful Indigenous feminist thinking to 
demonstrate the movement’s cruciality for today. Indigenous feminists in the first 
edition fought for feminism to be considered a valid and essential intellectual and 
activist position. The second edition animated Indigenous feminisms through 
real-world applications. This third edition, curated by award-winning scholar 
Gina Starblanket, reflects and celebrates Indigenous feminism’s intergenerational 
longevity through the changing landscape of anti-colonial struggle and theory. 
Diverse contributors examine Indigenous feminism’s ongoing relevance to 
contemporary contexts and debates, including queer and Two-Spirit approaches 
to decolonization, gendered and sexualized violence, storytelling and narrative, 
land-based presence, Black and Indigenous relationalities and more. Feminism 
has much to offer Indigenous women, and all Indigenous Peoples, in their strug-
gles against oppression.

Paperback • 9781773635507 
$40.00 • May 2024 

Digital Format • $39.99
6 x 9" • 320 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

social science /  Feminism & Feminist Theory 
social science /  Indigenous Studies 

key content highlights

Section I: Home | Identity | Legacies 
Indigenous Identity, Feminism, Scholarship and Life  

• Why Am I a Feminist? • Settler Colonialism in Canada 
Section II: Institutions | Representation | Resistance 

Indian Rights for Indian Women’s Movement •  
Anti-Oppression Inquiry into MMIWG •  

Cis-Heteropatriarchy and Child Welfare  
Section III: Land | Relationality | Love  

Anti-Colonial Feminist Care Ethic • Indigenous Land  
Defence • Mana Wahine and Mothering at the Loʻi

Section IV: Decoloniality | Movement | Futurities 
Decolonization Is a Queer Desire • Psycho-Politics  

of Settler Colonialism • Black and Indigenous  
Relationality • Queer-Two-Spirit Storywork

previous editions

Making Space for Indigenous Feminism
3rd Edition
edited by  Gina Starblanket

Clear, hopeful, fierce and focused, this volume teaches us why Indigenous feminisms are needed, 
what they make possible now and for Indigenous futures.

— Eve Tuck,  New York University

An intimate assessment from pillars in the field. Making Space generously offers us new paths to 
materialize a decolonial world.

—Mishuana Goeman,  author of Mark My Words: Native Women Mapping Our Nations

This latest edition of a classic brings us back to why Indigenous feminisms are the embodied, lived 
and felt knowledges that will inform our struggles going forward.

—Dian Million,  author of Therapeutic Nations: Healing in an Age of Indigenous Human Rights

Indigenous futurities; resurgence; intersectionality; sexuality; convergence; 
identity; coalition-building; dispossession; land-based movements; gender; 
political theory; social and political transformation; race; political activism
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a.j. withers  organized with the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty (ocap) for over 20 
years, including as a paid organizer. They are the author of Fight to Win: Inside Poor People’s 
Organizing, A Violent History of Benevolence: Interlocking Oppression in the Moral Economies 
of Social Working (with Chris Chapman) and numerous other articles and book chapters. 
They conduct research and teach at Simon Fraser University on the unceded and occupied 
territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, Tsleil-Waututh, Kwikwetlem Nations in what is 
now called Vancouver/Burnaby.

Disability oppression is not simply about making people disabled 
by not accommodating impairment; it is interlocked with capitalism, 
cisheteropatriarchy, colonialism and racism.

Disability Politics and Theory, a historical exploration of the concept of disability, 
covers the late nineteenth century to the present, introducing the main models 
of disability theory and politics: eugenics, medicalization, rehabilitation, charity, 
rights and social and disability justice. A.J. Withers examines when, how and 
why new categories of disability are created and describes how capitalism 
benefits from and enforces disabled people’s oppression. Critiquing the currently 
dominant social model of disability, this book offers an alternative. The radical 
framework Withers puts forward draws from schools of radical thought, particu-
larly feminism and critical race theory, to emphasize the role of interlocking 
oppressions in the marginalization of disabled people and the importance of 
addressing disability both independently and in conjunction with other oppres-
sions. Intertwining theoretical and historical analysis with personal experience, 
this book is a poignant portrayal of disabled people in Canada and the US — and 
a call for social and economic justice. This revised and expanded edition includes 
a new chapter on the rehabilitation model, expands the discussion of eugenics 
and adds the context of the growth of the disability justice movement, Black 
Lives Matter, calls for defunding the police, decolonial and Indigenous land 
protection struggles, and the COVID-19 pandemic.

Disability Politics and Theory, 
Revised and Expanded Edition
by  A.J. Withers
foreword by  Robyn Maynard

politics of health; political economy of health; wellness; racialized illness; 
oppression and illness; discrimination and illness; patriarchy and illness

Paperback • 9781773635675 
$29.00 • May 2024

Digital Format • $28.99
6 x 9" • 256 pages • Rights: World 

subject categories 

social science /  People with Disabilities 
social science /  Social Work 

social science /  Diseases & Health issues 

key content highlights

Building Models and Constructing Disability •  
Constructing Difference, Controlling Deviance: The 
Eugenics Model • Diagnosing People as Problems: 
The Medical Model • Being Pushed into Normalcy: 
The Rehabilitation Model • For Us, Not with Us: The 

Charity Model • Revolutionizing the Way We See 
Ourselves: The Rights and Social Models • Looking 

Back but Moving Forward: The Radical Disability 
Model and Disability Justice

previous edition
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About Canada
Health and Illness, 3rd Edition
by  Dennis Raphael

To live a long, healthy life, we are told, over and over, to change our “lifestyles.” 
If we become ill, we have likely brought it on ourselves. Yet, hundreds of studies 
tell the real story: daily  living and working conditions play a determining role in 
our health. How income and wealth, housing, employment, working conditions, 
education and adequate food are distributed — not medical treatments nor 
so-called wellness lifestyles — determine our health and illness. These social 
determinants of health reflect inequalities associated with social class, gender, 
race and other social locations.

The third edition of Health and Illness shows how inequitable distribution of the 
social determinants of health are determined by Canada’s political economy, 
including public policy decisions. Dennis Raphael updates information 
connecting health and illness to the worsening levels of inequality – the rich are 
getting richer and the rest of us are getting sick! This edition also includes a new 
chapter on who got sick and died from COVID-19. The COVID-19 pandemic makes 
clear that we need to restructure work and living conditions through public policy 
that more equitably distributes economic resources. It is these actions that will 
effectively promote the health of Canadians and prevent illness.

Paperback • 9781773636603
$24.00 • May 2024

Digital Format • $23.99
5 x 7" • 274 pages • Rights: World 

the "about canada"series  is an accessibly written and affordable collection of books that explore cultural and political issues that are 
central to our Canadian identity. From Health Care and Childcare to Media and Queer Rights, these books offer a uniquely Canadian perspec-
tive. Researched and written by Canadian authors for a wide audience, these books are essential research tools for students and teachers 
looking for Canadian facts, issues and statistics. With fourteen books already published, and more forthcoming in the next few seasons, the 
“About Canada” series covers a wide variety of issues to appeal to all students and teachers.

other recent titles from the "about canada" series

about canada series 

politics of health; political economy of health; wellness; racialized illness; 
oppression and illness; discrimination and illness; patriarchy and illness; 
poverty and illness
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cultural burning; pyromania; resurgence; Northern; sex work; assimilation; 
sexual exploitation; Indian residential schools; settler colonialism; trauma;  
intergenerational trauma and loss; Indigenous

Paperback • 9781773636573 
$24.00 • April 2024

Digital Format • $23.99
5.5 x 8.5" • 192 pages • Rights: World 

substance use; drug use; mdma; house music; garage music; acid house; 
ecstasy; techno music; skateboarding; skater; grunge

Paperback • 9781773636757 
$24.00 • April 2024

Digital Format • $23.99
5.5 x 8.5" • 272 pages • Rights: World 

Sugar Kids
A Novel
by  Taslim Burkowicz

A backstage pass to an exciting era and a tribute to the resilience of the human spirit, Sugar Kids is  
a party you won’t want to miss! 

— heather babcock,  author of Filthy Sugar

A wild, fantastical romp filled with longing and heartache.
—Lindsay Wong,  author of Tell Me Pleasant Things about Immortality

Baby’s a skater girl trying to get through high school like everyone else. Except she loves 
Victorian gothic fiction, experiences violent tremors and gets visits from the ghost of her 
twin. Ravi never really died for her, not like her mom did last year. When Baby gets kicked 
out of the house for not conforming with her Indo-Canadian family’s gender expectations, 
everything changes. Her new, glamorous friend Delilah introduces her to all-night parties 
held in exclusive clubs, abandoned warehouses and magical cornfields — the underground 
rave scene in 1990s Vancouver. But how will Baby fit into this new world? Join Baby on her 
wild search for belonging through the landscape of acid house, complete with extraordinary 
music, retro fashion and copious substance use. Alongside eccentric DJs, misanthropic skaters 
and denim-clad ghosts, Baby explores her sexual and cultural identity. A coming-of-age 
tale, Sugar Kids is an homage to the subcultures animating the nineties.

Firekeeper
A Novel
by  Katłı ̨ą̀

Piercing and honest, with an eye for detail in chaos, the writing and voice are humble and humbling. 
This is Katłı̨Katłı̨̀̀ą’ą’ss best work to date.

—dr. Tracey Lindberg,  author of Birdie

Firekeeper is an enchanting page-turner about finding spirit, family and home, told through one of the 
strongest and most authentic protagonists I’ve ever read. This book is a celebration of the resilient spirit 
and leadership of Indigenous women.

—Waubgeshig Rice,  author of Moon of the Crusted Snow

Nyla has an affinity to fire. A neglected teen in a small northern town — trying to escape a 
mother battling her own terrors — she is kicked out and struggles through life on the streets. 
Desperate for love, Nyla accidentally sets fire to her ex’s building and is then incarcerated for 
arson. Through community-led diversion, Nyla finds herself on a reserve as their firekeeper. 
But when climate change–induced wildfires threaten her new home, she knows intimately 
how to fight back. The fourth book from acclaimed writer Katłı̨̀ą brings a Northern Indigenous 
perspective to the destructive effects of ongoing colonialism. Displaying Katłı̨̀ą’s enthralling 
storytelling style, Firekeeper is a coming-of-age tale that addresses intergenerational trauma 
by reclaiming culture, belonging and identity. 
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citizen; states; stateless; colonialism; settler colonialism; territory; empire; ghosts; 
borders; Malaysia; colonial British law; modern sovereign state; Calvin’s Case; 
birthright citizenship; “natural-born subjects”

The Consulting Trap
How Professional Service Firms Hook  
Governments and Undermine Democracy
by  Chris Hurl and Leah B. Werner

This meticulously researched and highly accessible book is essential reading for critics of neoliber-
alism and advocates for democracy.

—william k. carroll,  professor, University of Victoria

The Consulting Trap does a deep dive into how governments have become hooked on private 
consultancy firms with dire consequences for democratic decision-making, public account-
ability and accessible public services. Through orchestrating tax avoidance for the wealthy 
while engineering austerity for the rest, these firms have created the foundations for the 
deepening privatization of the public services, further entrenching their power. Drawing on 
case studies and real world examples from Canada and around the world, Hurl and Werner 
investigate how big consultancies leverage social networks, institutionalize relationships, 
mine and commodify data, and establish policy pipelines that facilitate the quick diffusion of 
ideas across jurisdictions. The Consulting Trap offers strategies for how these powerful firms 
can be resisted using people’s audits, public consultations, access to information requests 
and social network analyses.

transnational professional service firms; Boston Consulting; offshore; McKinsey; 
government service; privatization; neoliberalism; scandal; corruption; PwC; EY

 Paperback • 9781773636672 
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6 x 9" • 264 pages • Rights: World

Ghost Citizens
Decolonial Apparitions of Stateless, Foreign and 
Wayward Figures in Law
by  Jamie Chai Yun Liew 

This is indispensable reading in a world where rights and benefits continue to require a full and 
recognized citizenship status and where so many persons of the “wrong” face and race are positioned 
by law and practice in a rightless purgatory.

—daiva stasiulis,  Chancellor’s professor emerita, Carleton University

Ghost Citizens is about in situ stateless people, persons who live in a country they consider 
their own but which does not recognize them as citizens. Liew develops the concept of the 
“ghost citizen” to understand a global experience and a double oppression: of being invisible 
and feared in law. The term also refers to two troubling state practices: ghosting their own 
citizens and conferring ghost citizenship (casting persons as foreigners without legal proof). 
Told through an examination of law, legal processes and interviews with stateless persons 
and their advocates, this deeply researched book shows how contemporary post-colonial, 
democratic and multi-juridical states deploy law and its processes and historical ideas of 
racial categories to create and maintain statelessness. It challenges established norms of 
state recognition and calls for a discussion of ideas borrowed from other areas of law.
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$29.00 • March 2024

Digital Format • $28.99
6 x 9" • 224 pages • Rights: World

ecological sustainability; class conflict; corporate greed; carbon pollution

Islamic Republic; Kurdistan; Fadai Guerrillas; Persian; Azeri Turkish; 
constitutional revolution; commune; Paris Commune; Kobane; Zapatistas

Unjust Transition
The Future for Fossil Fuel Workers
edited by  Emily Eaton, Andrew Stevens and Sean Tucker

In 2019, Regina’s Co-op Refinery Complex (CRC), a subsidiary of Federated Co-operative, 
locked out Unifor Local 594 after collective bargaining negotiations failed. CRC used the 
transition to a “low carbon” future as the justification for concessions on working conditions 
and reducing the workers’ pension plan. The lockout demonstrates what a “just transition” 
means to fossil fuel corporations: rollbacks of collective bargaining, worker rights, cooper-
ative spirit and environmental justice. In the name of a new future, Federated Co-operative 
and the Saskatchewan government trampled all over important worker rights — the right to 
strike and picket, occupational health and safety, pensions and collective bargaining. It also 
highlights the sorry state of co-operative values in Canada. As corporations and governments 
are poised to make a transition that will be detrimental to workers and communities, 
this book argues that solidarity between unions and community movements is absolutely 
necessary to make the transition away from fossil fuels a just one.

For Land and Culture
The Grassroots Council Movement of  
Turkmens in Iran, 1979-1980
by  Peyman Vahabzadeh

An engaging yet scholarly counter-history of the Turkmen council movement — the remarkable 
experiment in radical democracy repressed and vilified by Iran’s Islamic regime — offering profound 
lessons for those interested in collectively creating change from below.

—William K. Carroll,  professor, University of Victoria

For Land and Culture offers the first comprehensive account of a long forgotten and neglected 
grassroots movement. In the wake of Iran’s 1979 revolution, Turkmen peasants collectively 
occupied their ancestral lands, which had been seized through colonial modernization, land 
registry and land reform under the Pahlavi monarchy. The book chronicles this movement 
using theoretical and historical engagement with the modern councils and offers a detailed 
account of the “land question” in Iran’s colonial modernization. Vahabzadeh shows how 
Turkmen land occupation in 1979 led to a sophisticated council system that offered a 
practical politics of semi-autonomous, democratic self-governance in the face of hostile 
militias and other forces of the nascent authoritarian Islamic Republic. Although short 
lived, the radically democratic movement connected with global struggles of Indigenous 
Peoples and autonomous movements that had broken away from patriarchal state forms and 
capitalist domination.
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Socialist Register 2024
A New Global Geometry?
edited by  Greg Albo

In October 2022 US President Joe Biden launched the new National Security Strategy, which 
warned that the world was at an “inflection point,” in which the “post-Cold War era is 
definitively over, and a competition is underway between the major powers to shape what 
comes next.” American leadership, the document declared, would be more necessary than 
ever to define “the future of the international order” by marshalling America’s unparalleled 
economic, military and diplomatic resources to confront geopolitical rivals. While it is clearly 
premature to speak of the end of the liberal economic order, let alone the development of a 
multipolar international system, it is not too early to take stock of how these momentous 
changes, even if not spelling the end of globalization, might alter its historical trajectory, or 
point toward a new global geometry — and, from there, to assess potential vulnerabilities 
and resistances from socialist movements with their historical demands for a democratic 
and equalizing world order.

geopolitics; China; America; pandemic; empire; fascism; Japan; nationalism;  
Hindu; foreign; policy

Paperback • 9781773636382
$36.00 • December 2023 

6 x 9" • 350 pages • Rights: Canada

Trafficking Harms
Critical Politics, Perspectives and Experiences
edited by  Katrin Roots, Ann De Shalit and Emily van der Meulen

A long-overdue critical assessment of Canada’s dominant anti-trafficking approaches, made particularly 
valuable by featuring stories of people with first-hand experience of anti-trafficking responses. 

—borislav gerasimov,  editor, Anti-Trafficking Review

This collection provides an opportunity to foreground the excellent and radical work being done on 
Indigeneity/settler-colonialism and anti-trafficking.

—leslie jeffrey,  professor, University of New Brunswick Saint John

Amid the proliferating scholarship and often sensational public campaigns, Trafficking 
Harms offers fresh insights and critical analyses. The collection’s four thematic areas — 
Discourses and Representations; Law and Prosecutions; Policing and Surveillance; Migrant 
Labour Exploitation — examine an array of issues, including the contested definitions of 
human trafficking, the application of trafficking law and policy, the conflation of sex work 
and trafficking, the impacts of anti-trafficking frameworks on racialized communities and 
questions around “victims” and “traffickers.” This book is the first of its kind in Canada, 
showcasing a diverse group of academics, legal advocates, frontline activists who work with 
migrant and sex-working communities, individuals who have been charged and/or convicted 
of trafficking offences and those who are directly impacted by trafficking law and policing.

migration; borders; legal studies; sex workers; exploitation; Indigenous; Black; 
racialized communities; “white slavery panic”; modern-day slavery; Latin 
America; immigration policies; United Nations Trafficking Protocol
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Check out Fernwood's Crime & Law titles!Check out Fernwood's Race and Anti-Racism titles!

LOOKING FOR MORE FROM FERNWOOD?
We've created a number of subject category catalogues to help you find exactly what you're looking for! All  
of our catalogues are available online via Issuu.com or directly through our website at fernwoodpublishing.ca.

Featured Subject Catalogues

scan me!  scan me!  

Save the Date: June 29–July 1, 2024
location:  Kjipuktuk (Halifax, Nova Scotia)
registration:  opens April 2024

Join Fernwood and El Jones for a symposium 
on policing and prison justice. 

Abolitionist Intimacies was born from over a decade of El’s 
work supporting and advocating for incarcerated people. 
We invite you to a national symposium to celebrate and grow 
El’s and other activists’ and authors’ work on this topic. The 
events will be open to the public, with limited registration, 
centring the voices of people who are working on aspects 
of abolition in Canada, from transformative justice to legal 
strategies to Indigenous-led grassroots mobilizations.

Abolistionist Intimacies  
Symposium 2024
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Fernwood works on unceded Indigenous lands; specifically, we create from Kjipuktuk in 
Mi’kma’ki, colonially known as Halifax, Nova Scotia, the territory of the Mi'kmaq, as well as 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, the original lands of Anishinaabeg, Cree, Oji-Cree, Dakota and Dene 
Peoples, and the homeland of the Métis Nation, which in 1871 became Treaty 1 territory.

For those of us who are settlers working in publishing, we have a responsibility to understand 
and challenge the Canadian state’s history of racist and colonial writing and publishing 
practices, including the erasure of Indigenous knowledges, the ongoing systemic undermining 
of oral history and knowledge, and land theft. We dedicate ourselves to respectful collaboration 
with Indigenous communities in producing critical books.
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You can access the entire list of titles in print from Fernwood and Roseway via our website at fernwoodpublishing.ca. Please note that prices 
in this catalogue are subject to change without notice.

HOW CAN I ACCESS FERNWOOD TITLES?

Titles In Print
canadian order info:
University of Toronto Press Distribution  
5201 Dufferin Street 
Toronto, ON, M3H 5T8

t:  (416) 667-7791 / toll-free:         +1 (800) 565-9523
e:  utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca

Please write to us for any assistance at orders@fernpub.ca

international order info:
United Kingdom
Central Books Ltd 
50 Freshwater Road,  Chadwell Heath, London, England, RM8 1RX

t: +44 (0) 20-8525-8800
e: orders@centralbooks.com

United States
Columbia University Press / Ingram Publisher Services
For more information about exam copies and institutional orders, 
please contact your Columbia University Press sales representative, 
or visit cup.columbia.edu/for-instructors.

 midwest: kevin kurtz
t: (773) 316-1116
e: kk2841@columbia.edu

west: william gawronski
t: (310) 488-9059
e: wgawronski@earthlink.net

southeast: catherine hobbs
t: (804) 690-8529
e: ch2714@columbia.edu

northeast: conor broughan
t: (917) 826-7676
e: cb2476@columbia.edu

Australia, New Zealand & Asia
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Digital Content
ebooks can be purchased from:

 ▶ Fernwood Publishing Website 
 ▶ Campus eBookstore
 ▶ Chapters, Amazon, Kobo, OverDrive and more.
 ▶ Licensed ebooks available on Les Libraires

interested in select chapters? Browse inside our books on  
Canadian Course Readings or write to us at permissions@fernpub.ca

for examination copies:
Professors/Instructors: 
We will provide examination copies of our books for consideration as 
course texts. Please include the course name, expected enrollment and 
expected date of adoption in your exam copy request. We are increasingly 
moving towards supplying electronic examination copies. We will email 
your exam copy unless you specify a paper copy. We reserve the right 
to limit print versions of examination copies and/or to provide them 
on a pre-payment or approval basis. For an examination copy, please 
contact us at examrequest@fernpub.ca or by calling (902) 857-1388.
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